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The Borexino experiment, located in the Gran Sasso National Laboratory, is an organic liquid
scintillator detector conceived for the real time spectroscopy of low energy solar neutrinos. The
data taking campaign phase I (2007 - 2010) has allowed the first independent measurements
of 7Be , 8B and pep fluxes as well as the first measurement of anti-neutrinos from the earth.
After a purification of the scintillator, Borexino is now in phase II since 2011. We review here
the recent results achieved during 2013, concerning the seasonal modulation in the 7Be signal,
the study of cosmogenic backgrounds and the updated measurement of geo-neutrinos. We
also review the upcoming measurements from phase II data (pp, pep, CNO) and the project
SOX devoted to the study of sterile neutrinos via the use of a 51Cr neutrino source and a
144Ce-144Pr antineutrino source placed in close proximity of the active material.
1 Why solar neutrinos with Borexino
The Sun is an intense source of neutrinos, produced in nuclear reactions of the p-p chain and of
the CNO cycle1. Measurements of the individual neutrino fluxes is of paramount importance for
both particle physics and astrophysics. The solar neutrino spectrum can be seen in fig. 1. Up
to a few years ago, spectroscopical measurements were performed by water Cherenkov detectors
above ∼5Mev and concerned only 8B neutrinos for less then 1% of the total flux. The bulk of
neutrinos at low energies were detected with radiochemical experiments, incapable of resolving
the individual components. Neutrinos are emitted in the sun as electron flavour neutrinos and
oscillate to a different flavour during the trajectory to the Earth. The MSW mechanism at
Large Mixing Angle (LMA) foresees the survival probability for electron neutrinos on Earth
(fig. 2). Borexino was designed to achieve spectroscopy of the low energy part of the solar
neutrino spectrum, in particular the flux of the 7Be monochromatic line at 862keV. Borexino
has largely exceeded the expected performance with the physics program broadening way past
the original goal.
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Figure 1 – Solar Neutrino Spectrum.
Figure 2 – Survival probability of electron neutrinos as
foreseen by the MSW-LMA model. Data points dis-
cussed here are also shown.
2 The Borexino Project
Figure 3 – Schematics of the Borexino detector.
Detector layout. The Borexino detector 2
is sketched in fig. 3. It is located at the Gran
Sasso National Laboratories (LNGS) in cen-
tral Italy, at a depth of 3800m w.e.. The ac-
tive mass consists of 278t of pseudocumene
(PC), doped with 1.5g/l of PPO. The scintil-
lator is contained in a thin (125 µm) nylon
Inner Vessel (IV), 8.5m in diameter. The IV
is surrounded by two concentric PC buffers
doped with a light quencher. The scintilla-
tor and buffers are contained in a Stainless
Steel Sphere (SSS) with a diameter of 13.7m.
The SSS is enclosed in a Water Tank (WT),
containing 2100t of ultra-pure water as an
additional shield. The scintillation light is
detected via 2212 8” PhotoMultiplier Tubes
(PMTs) uniformly distributed on the inner
surface of the SSS. Additional 208 8” PMTs
instrument the WT and detect the Cherenkov
light radiated by muons in the water shield.
Neutrinos are detected via elastic scattering on electrons in the target material.
Detector performance. The Borexino scintillator has a high light yield: ∼104 photons/MeV,
resulting in 500 detected photoelectrons/MeV. The fast time response (∼ 3ns) allows to recon-
struct the events position by means of a time-of-flight technique with ∼13cm precision. De-
pending on the analysis, the fiducial volume is defined between 75t and 150t. The signature of
7Be neutrinos is a Compton-like shoulder at 665keV in the electron recoil spectrum. The energy
resolution (1σ) at 7Be energy is as low as 44 keV (or 6.6%). The energy threshold is ∼40keV,
however the analysis threshold was limited so far by the knowledge of 14C spectral shape to
∼250keV. Recently we have successfully reduced our threshold to 165keV (sec. 5). Pulse Shape
Analysis (PSA) is performed to identify various classes of events, among which electronic noise,
pile-up events, muons, α and β particles.
Isotope Typical Required Before purification After purification
238U 2 10−5g/g (dust) ≤10−16g/g (5.3±0.5) 10−18 g/g < 0.8 10−19g/g
232Th 2 10−5g/g (dust) ≤10−16g/g (3.8±0.8) 10−18 g/g < 1.0 10−18g/g
14C/12C 10−12 (cosmogenic) ≤10−18 (2.69±0.06) 10−18 unchanged
222Rn 100 atoms/cm3 (air) ≤10cpd/100t 1cpd/100t unchanged
40K 2 10−6g/g (dust) ≤10−18 g/g ≤0.4 10−18 g/g unchanged
85Kr 1Bq/m3 (air) ≤1cpd/100t (30±5) 10cpd/100t ≤5cpd/100t
39Ar 17mBq/m3 (air) ≤1cpd/100t 85Kr 85Kr
210Po not specified ∼80 → ∼5cpd/t unchanged
210Bi not specified ∼10 → ∼75cpd/100t (27±8)cpd/100t
Table 1: Background levels in the Borexino scintillator. cpd stands for ”counts per day”.
Borexino timeline. The Phase I of Borexino occurred between May 2007 and May 2010.
After the purification of the scintillator through loop water extraction, in November 2011 the
Phase II of Borexino started and is expected to last at least until the end of 2014. The energy
scale uncertainty in the range [0.2-2.0]MeV has been determined at 1.5% precision, using mul-
tiple gamma sources. The position reconstruction algorithm has been tuned using a Rn source
placed in 184 positions inside the active volume. The determination of the fiducial volume is
-1.3%+0.5%. An external calibration campaign has allowed to correctly model external gamma
backgrounds. The calibrations will be repeated before the end of Phase II to demonstrate
stability of the detector and possibly to improve the previous results3.
Borexino backgrounds. The background levels of the Borexino scintillator are summarised
in tab. 1. 238U and 232Th contaminations are unprecedented and largely exceed the requirements
of the experiment. Most other contaminants are at acceptable levels or have been reduced below
required limits after purification. We observe the presence of 210Bi and 210Po out of equilibrium.
210Po is of little concern as it is an α emitter and it can be identified by PSA. 210Bi has been
rising during the data taking due to unclear motivations, possibly related to the movement of the
scintillator. This variation was modelled and taken into account during the 7Be flux modulation
analysis (sec. 4). 210B was later reduced by the purification campaign to a level which might
allow the measurement of CNO neutrino flux.
3 Early results
2
The low energy backgrounds in the detector have been
suppressed to unprecedented levels [11], making Borexino
the first experiment capable of making spectrally resolved
measurements of solar neutrinos at energies below 1MeV.
We have previously reported a direct measureme t of the
7Be solar neutrino flux wi combined statistical and sys-
tematic errors of 10% [12]. Following a campaign of e-
tector calibrations and a 4-fold increase in solar neutrino
exposure, we present here a new 7Be neutrino flux mea-
surement with a total uncertainty less than 5%. For the
first time, the experimental uncertainty is smaller than
the uncertainty in the Standard Solar Model (“SSM”)
prediction of the 7Be neutrino flux [13]1.
The new result is based on the analysis of 740.7 live
days (after cuts) of data which were recorded in the pe-
riod from May 16, 2007 to May 8, 2010, and which cor-
respond to a 153.6 ton·yr fiducial exposure.
The experimental signature of 7Be neutrino inter-
actions in Borexino is a Compton-like shoulder at
⇠660 keV. Fits to the spectrum of observed event ener-
gies are used to distinguish between this neutrino scatter-
ing feature and backgrounds from radioactive decays [12].
Two independent fit methods were used, one which is
Monte Carlo based and one which uses an analytic de-
scription of the detector response. In both methods,
the weights for the 7Be neutrino signal and the main
radioactive background components (85Kr, 210Po, 210Bi,
and 11C) were left as free parameters in the fit, while
the contributions of the pp, pep, CNO, and 8B solar neu-
trinos were fixed to the SSM-predicted rates assuming
MSW neutrino oscillations with tan2 ✓12=0.47
+0.05
 0.04 and
 m212=(7.6±0.2)⇥10 5 eV2 [14]. The impact of fixing
these fluxes was evaluated and included as a systematic
uncertainty. The rates of 222Rn, 218Po, and 214Pb sur-
viving the cuts were fixed using the measured rate of
214Bi-214Po delayed coincidence events. The Monte Carlo
method also includes external  -ray background, which
makes it possible to extend the fit range in this method
to higher energies. The energy scale and resolution were
floated in the analytic fits, while the Monte Carlo ap-
proach automatically incorporates the simulated energy
response of the detector.
The stability of each fit method was studied by repeat-
ing the fits with slightly varied fit characteristics (e.g.
fit range and histogram binning) and di↵erent methods
of data preparation. The latter included changing the
method used to estimate the event energies, and varying
the pulse shape analysis (“PSA”) technique [15] used to
remove 210Po and other ↵ events between a highly e -
1 Throughout this Letter we use the high metallicity SSM predic-
tions from the “GS98” column in Table 2 of [13] as our reference
SSM. For comparison, the 7Be neutrino flux predicted by the low
metallicity model (also given in [13]) is 8.8% lower than the high
metallicity prediction.
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FIG. 1. Two example fitted spectra; the fit results in the leg-
ends have units [counts/(day·100 ton)]. Top: A Monte Carlo
based fit over the energy region 270–1600 keV to a spectrum
from which some, but not all, of the ↵ events have been re-
moved using a PSA cut, and in which the event energies were
estimated using the number of photons detected by the PMT
array. Bottom: An analytic fit over the 290–1270 keV energy
region to a spectrum obtained with statistical ↵ subtraction
and in which the event energies were estimated using the to-
tal charge collected by the PMT array. In all cases the fitted
event rates refer to the total rate of each species, independent
of the fit energy window.
cient statistical subtraction method [12] and a cut-based
technique which removes a fraction of the ↵ events with
a very small loss of   events. The example spectra shown
in Fig. 1 illustrate the stability of our fit procedure; the
8B neutrino and 214Pb, 222Rn, and 218Po background
spectra are small on the scale of the plots and are not
shown. The results of these and other fits using di↵erent
permutations of the fit characteristics and data prepara-
tion techniques described above were averaged to obtain
the central values reported in Table I; the spread between
the results is included in the systematic uncertainty.
TABLE I. Average Fit Results [counts/(day·100 ton)].
7Be 46.0±1.5(stat)+1.5 1.6(syst)
85Kr 31.2±1.7(stat)±4.7(syst)
210Bi 41.0±1.5(stat)±2.3(syst)
11C 28.5±0.2(stat)±0.7(syst)
Figure 4 – Fit of the energy spectrum for 7Be flux anal-
ysis.
7Be flux. The measurement of the flux of
7Be neutrinos was the primary goal of Borex-
ino. Thanks to the unprecedented background
levels, the first observation was published in
summer 2007, after only 3 months of data.
The flux was later reviewed in 2008 and 2011
reducing the error very time. The signal is
extracted by a spectral fit along with other
neutrino signals and background components
(fig. 4). The fit is performed both using an-
alytical spectral shapes and MonteCarlo gen-
erated curves, with or without the statistical
subtraction of α events via PSA, obtaining the
same result within errors. The last measured
rate4 after 741d of live time (full Phase I) is
RBe = 46.0± 1.5stat± 1.6syst/d/100t. For the
first time the experimental error (4.8%) is lower the theoretical error (7%). The rate corresponds
to a flux of ΦBe = (3.10± 0.15)× 109cm−2s−1 with a survival probability Pee = 0.51± 0.07 at
862keV.
7Be day-night asymmetry. We have carefully inspected the data set at the energy of 7Be
neutrino scattering looking for an eventual day-night asymmetry5. This was foreseen in an
alternative MSW scenario, called LOW, also compatible to some extent with the solar neutrino
results. The LOW scenario before Borexino could be excluded only assuming CPT invariance and
using the KamLAND reactor’s antineutrino results. Our data is consistent with no asymmetry:
ADN = ΦN − ΦD/Φ = 0.001±0.012stat±0.007syst. With this result, the MSW-LOW mechanism
can be ruled out at 8.5σ using only solar neutrino data.
8B flux Borexino has measured the 8B flux down to 3.0MeV6. While the much larger water
Cherenkov detectors can achieve better precision, Borexino holds the lowest threshold achieved
so far. Lowering the threshold on 8B spectroscopy represents one of the key features to inspect
the transition region of the LMA solution (see below). The measured rate is RB = 0.22 ±
0.04stat± 0.01syst and corresponds to a flux of ΦB = (2.4± 0.4stat± 0.1syst)× 106cm−2s−1. The
flux above 5MeV is in good consistency with other results.
pep flux and CNO limits. As shown in fig. 2, the pep neutrino energy lies at the boundary
between the Vacuum and the Transition region of the MSW survival probability. Pep neutri-
nos are closely related to the fundamental pp neutrinos and have their flux theoretically well
constrained by this relation. Measuring the pep neutrino flux therefore can also test the core
of the Standard Solar Model. In the same energy region are neutrinos from the CNO cycle
reactions. CNO neutrinos are poorly constrained by the SSM and have never been detected
so far. At this energy the cosmogenic background of 11C is overwhelming the pep/CNO neu-
trino flux by about an order of magnitude. We have made the measurement7 possible exploiting
the three-fold coincidence between the parent muon, the 11C and the neutron most often ac-
companying its production to suppress the background. The rate of pep neutrinos has been
extracted with a multivariate analysis based of the energy of the event, the distance from the
center of the detector and a pulse shape parameter7. The rate is Rpep = (3.1± 0.6stat ± 0.3syst)
/d/100t corresponding to a flux of Φpep = (1.6 ± 0.3) × 108cm−2s−1 and a survival probability
of P eepep = 0.62± 0.17 at 1.44MeV. The flux of CNO neutrinos could not be extracted due to the
spectral shape degeneracy with the 210Bi background. The strongest upper limit available to
date has been however obtained from this analysis. The rate of CNO neutrinos is R < 7.1/d/100t
at 95% C.L. corresponding to ΦCNO < 7.7× 108cm−2s−1.
Survival probability after Borexino. Fig. 2 shows the survival probability of electron
neutrinos emitted by the Sun after travelling to the Earth along with experimental data available
after the Borexino measurements. In addition to the measurements already discussed, the
fundamental pp flux has been better determined (value shifted and errors reduced) by subtracting
from the integrated measured rate of radiochemical experiments the other signal components,
in particular 7Be as measured by Borexino. The unexplored transition region 1-3MeV still has
room for alternative models and new physics, in particular the proposed Non Standard neutrino
Interactions (NSI) which foresee a different transition shape. There are two ways to test these
hypotheses or confirm LMA: reducing the errors on pep flux (and to a lower extent on 7Be
flux) and lowering the threshold on 8B neutrinos to observe (or not) the expected upturn of the
spectrum. In its Phase II Borexino will follow both approaches.
Figure 5 – 7Be flux modulation analysis. Left: 60d binned count rate evolution. Right: 10d binned Lomb-Scargle
Spectral Power Density.
4 Results in 2013
7Be flux annual modulation. The solar neutrino flux is expected to undergo a yearly mod-
ulation due to the eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit around the Sun. The flux is minimal at
the beginning of July and maximal at the beginning of January. The expected amplitude is
±3.4%. The observation of this modulation in the 7Be flux is the ultimate proof that Borexino
is actually observing neutrinos from the Sun. For this analysis8 we have defined a dynamic and
enlarged 141t FV with respect to the 75t used in the 7Be rate analysis. This has been possible
thanks to the precise determination of the vessel’s shape from the distribution of 210Bi events
deposited on the vessel’s surface on a weekly basis. Nevertheless performing the spectral fit on
sub-periods of the data set is not a viable method due to reduced statistics. Using the Phase I
data set (850d astr. time), we have considered the count rate in the 7Be region (105-380p.e.),
which also includes background from the decay of 210Bi in the scintillator. The last has been
rising exponentially during the Phase I (sec 2). We have averaged the rate on a 60d base (fig.
5, left) and we have fitted the result with:
R = R0 +RBie
ΛBit +R[1 + 2 cos(
2pit
T
− φ)] (1)
where R0 accounts for a time independent background component. The rate RBi and the time
constant ΛBi of
210Bi background are fixed to values independently determined from a different
energy interval. The period found is T = (1.01 ± 0.07)y and the phase, measured from Jan
1st 2008, is φ = (11.0 ± 4.0)d. The average 7Be rate and the eccentricity  are consistent
within 2σ with the spectral fit result and with the expected orbit eccentricity, respectively. The
hypothesis of no modulation is rejected at > 3σ. An alternative approach uses Lomb-Scargle
frequency analysis in 10d binned data set. The Spectral Power Density (SPD) distribution is
shown in fig. 5 (right). The significance of SPD peaks has been evaluated by Monte Carlo
simulations of the signal and the background. The peak at 1y with SPD=7.96 has significance
largely above 3σ, while no other peak exceeds 2σ.
Cosmogenics We have performed a thorough study of cosmogenic backgrounds in Borexino9.
The results are not only essential to low-energy neutrino analyses, but are also of substantial
interest for direct dark matter and 0νββ searches at underground facilities. Based on thermal
neutron captures in the scintillator, a spallation neutron yield of Yn = (3.10± 0.11) · 10−4 n/(µ ·
(g/cm2)) was determined. The lateral distance profile was measured based on the reconstructed
parent muon tracks and neutron capture vertices and is shown in fig. 6. An average lateral
distance of λ = (81.5± 2.7) cm was found.
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Figure 3. The muon-neutron distance distribution observed in Borexino: black crosses represent
the data points for the standard neutron hit multiplicity cut. The shaded-grey area indicates the
systematic uncertainty. The fit of the toy Monte Carlo is indicated by the solid red line. The dashed
lines correspond to two exponential components, each featuring a decay length   and a relative fraction
f . The muon resolution parameters µ and   are left free in the fit procedure (see section 4.4 and [11]
for details). The table lists the best-fit results with statistical and systematic uncertainties. The fit
returns  2/ndf = 57/54.
neutrons at large distances from their parent tracks. Finally, we limit the visible energy
window to Evis 2 [0.9; 4.8]MeV in order to select only neutron captures on hydrogen and
carbon, while removing a minor contamination from short-lived cosmogenic isotopes. The
combination of cuts reduces the remaining sample to ⇠20% of the original neutrons.
The resulting lateral distance distribution is shown in figure 3. The grey shaded area
corresponds to the systematic uncertainty introduced by the cut Nhits > 100, and was ob-
tained by varying the minimum Nhits condition for neutron selection from 0 to 200. Due
to the broad initial energy spectrum of the spallation neutrons and the corresponding dis-
tribution of the neutron mean free paths, a simple exponential law proves insu cient to
reproduce the distribution. We find that at least two exponential components ( short and
 long) are required for a satisfactory description of the data. The fit function shown in figure 3
was obtained by a toy Monte Carlo simulation. Apart from the exponential components, the
fit takes into account the muon and neutron spatial resolutions, which includes the average
displacement of the neutrons during thermalization and the finite propagation distance of
the capture gamma in scintillator (⇠20 cm). The geometric impact of the applied radial
cuts described above are included. The muon lateral resolution is described by a Gaussian
smearing   with a constant radial o↵set µ. These are free parameters in the fit. Conversely,
the neutron vertex resolution is set to a fixed value of 23 cm (see [11] for details).
The fit returns a short component  short = (61.2 ± 0.6stat ± 2.6syst) cm which is in
agreement with earlier LVD results [15]. The long component is found to be  long = (147±
3stat ± 12syst) cm. Systematic uncertainties for the parameters were determined by multiple
repetitions of the fit while varying the minimum Nhits condition for the neutrons. Based
on the relative weights of the two e↵ective components, an average lateral distance of   =
(81.5± 2.7) cm was determined.
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Figure 6 – Lateral distance of neutron capture points
from the parent muon track. Details of the fit can be
found in ref. 9.
The data results on neutron yield, multiplic-
ity and lateral distributions were compared
to Monte Carlo simulation predictions by
the Fluka and Geant4 frameworks and are
largely compatible. The simulated neutron
yield of Fluka shows a deficit of ∼20 %, while
the result of the Geant4 simulation is in good
agreement with the measured value. How-
ever, both simulations should be increased as
a result on an underprediction of 11C produc-
tion. The production rates of several cosmo-
genic radioisotopes in the scintillator were de-
termined based on a simultaneous fit to en-
ergy and decay time distributions. Results
of a corresponding analysis performed by the
KamLAND collaboration are similar to our
findings. Moreover, Borexino rates were com-
pared to predictions by Fluka and Geant4: While there is go d agreement within their un-
certainties for most isotopes, some cases (12B, 11C, 8Li for both codes and 8B, 9Li for Geant4
only) show a significant deviation between data and Monte Carlo simulation predictions.
Geo-neutrinos Geo-neutrinos are anti-neutrinos produced in the radioactive chains of 238U,
232Th and by the decay of 40K, with a flux of the order of Φν ∼ 106cm−2s−1. These long lived
elements are found in the Earth crust and mantel with unknown abundances. Measuring Geo-
neutrinos flux at different locations can provide key information to the development f E rth
models. Only geo-neutrinos from 238U and 232T chain elements can be measured by neutrino
detectors, via Inverse Beta Decay with a threshold of 1.8MeV. The ratio of Th/U is supposed
to be ∼3.9 from the analysis of meteorites with the same composition of the Earth. After the
first observation in 2010, Borexino has now revised the result 10 with six times more statistics
and a significantly refined modelling of the main background component: the antineutrinos from
power reactors. Almost all other backgrounds are negligible thanks to th tagging of the events
based on the coincidence between the prompt positron scattering and ∼250us delayed 2.2Mev
gamma from the n capture on H. Events pairs are selected by energy cuts on both events and
Figure 7 – Left: antineutrino spectrum (prompt positron scattering). Right: Unbinned maximum likelihood of
geo vs reactor antineutrino events.
Figure 8 – Oscillation wiggles in the SOX signals for a 10MCi 51Cr source (left) and 100kCi 144Ce-144Pr source
(right).
by their space-time correlation. The efficiency of the cuts is 0.84±0.01 from simulations. The
enlarged dynamic fiducial volume (see above) up to 25cm from the IV surface allows an exposure
of (613±21) t · yr. We have selected 46 golden coincidences. An unbinned maximum likelihood
fit of the prompt event energy spectrum returns Nreact = 31.2
+7
−6.1 (expected 33.3 ± 2.4) and
Ngeo = 14.3± 4.4. The last corresponds to a flux of Sgeo = 38.8± 12.0 TNU (1TNU= 1ν/1032
protons /yr). The result is in good agreement with the Bulk Silicate Earth model predictions,
however we are not yet at the level of discriminating among different model flavours.
5 Phase II program
The most important opportunity for Borexino phase II is the measurement of the neutrino flux
from the fundamental pp reaction in the core of the Sun. This is made possible by the low 85Kr
and 210Bi concentrations achieved with the purification campaigns. A dedicated effort has been
made to understand the spectrum response in the 14C end-point region and its pile-up effects,
disentangling it from the pp spectrum. The expected statistical error is below 10% while the
systematics are under study. The analysis is being finalised and the release is expected within
2014. The second highest priority is the precision measurement of the pep flux, possibly with
10% precision. At the same time we will attempt a measurement of the CNO fluxes, which
are of fundamental astrophysical importance in particular as the they can help resolve the solar
metallicity puzzle1. If this will not be possible, we foresee to sensibly improve the limits we
have already posed and we will proceed to a further purification campaign to reduce the 210Bi
contamination, which is the limiting factor of this analysis. At the end of phase II we also expect
to reduce the error on 7Be flux at 3% and to measure the seasonal variation effect upon several
cycles and without the background constraints of phase I (sec. 4). Finally the Geo-neutrino and
the solar 8B fluxes can be measured with higher statistics, the error on the latter possibly being
reduced below 10%.
6 Short distance Oscillation with boreXino (SOX)
In the past years many different experimental indications have pointed toward the existence
of sterile neutrinos. Although none of them is individually strong enough to make a claim,
alltogether they justify a serious investigation. One of the most discussed evidence is the so-
called reactor anomaly, which foresees an oscillation into the forth species with L/E∼1m/MeV.
In Borexino, using neutrino source with energy of ∼1MeV, the oscillation length is significantly
smaller then the detector size (∼10m) and significantly larger then the detector resolution (∼12-
Figure 9 – SOX expected sensitivity. Left 10MCi 51Cr source compared to global analysis of all anomalies; Right
100kCi 144Ce-144Pr source compared to reactor anomaly.
15cm). This allows to see oscillation wiggles in the position distribution of events. The location
for such a source is the 1m cubical pit present under the detector, which was excavated for
this purpose before the detector’s construction. This uninvasive deployment requires no work
on the detector, it bears no risk of contamination and does not terminate the solar run of
Borexino. We foresee to deploy a 51Cr and a 144Ce-144Pr source in 2015 and in 2016. 51Cr is
dichromatic neutrino emitter with energies of 430keV (10%) and 750keV (90%) and a relatively
short decay time (τ ' 40d). The activity required is of the order of 10MCi and we plan to achieve
this by re-activating the Chromium material used in Gallex and GNO experiments which has
a 38% 50Cr abundance. Negotiations with reactor facilities in Oakridge (USA) and Mayak
(Russia) are ongoing, taking also into account the need for quick transportation. 144Ce-144Pr
instead is a β emitter of antineutrinos with energies up to 3MeV and a more relaxed decay
time of 411d. Thanks to the neutron tagging, which makes antineutrino detection essentially
background free (see sec. 4), we can perform the measurement with a source activity of about
100-120kCi. Negotiation with the Mayak facility is ongoing, where a source of the required
activity can be made out of spent nuclear fuel. Fig. 8 shows Montecarlo simulations of the
expected signals for the two sources, while fig. 9 shows the sensitivity of the two measurements
in the oscillation parameters plane. Disappearance and wave effects will allow to clarify the
matter, unambiguously proving or rejecting the hypothesis. In particular, in case of the existence
of a fourth sterile neutrino with parameters indicated by the reactor anomaly, SOX11 will surely
discover the effect and measure the parameters of oscillation.
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